Features:

Two groups of button deployed for left and right side of LCD, 6 buttons for each group, total 12 buttons are available for customized function.

Stainless steel and anti-water design, transparent LED light on button is available, easy for operation at night.

All buttons are unfriendly grounded and transmit control signal by RS422.

6 buttons and one OSD keyboard with bi-color LED indicator are deployed on panel below LCD, stainless steel and anti-water design.

I/O at backside of machine: DVI/DC Power/touch screen function interface/RS422, adopts aviation connector

Interior process reinforcement treatment for parts, in accordance with GJB322A-98(full rugged requirement)

A/D board, OSD board and other electronic parts apply three-proof painting.

Socket connectors apply painting of TL-2 protecting agent.

Interior cabling and ear thing comply with relevant requirement. Connector is fixed with reinforcement including cable between boards, jumper and etc.

Thickness of the whole system does not exceed 54mm